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As a final note, there isn’t a simple 
explanation to explain the 
occurrence of déjà vu. In fact, there 
are even more theories regarding 
why it occurs, ranging from 
paranormal (e.g., alien abduction, 
precognitive dreams, 
reincarnation) to memories formed 
from indirect experiences (e.g. 
heard stories, movie scenes). 
Thanks to advances in 
neuroimaging technology, we may 
soon narrow down the science of 
why déjà vu occurs, but for now, 
remains a mystery.

It is a French term that literally means, ‘already seen’. Deja vu is not an 

uncommon phenomenon as about 60% - 70% of people experience it at 

some point in their lives. It is most common between the ages of 15 and 25. 

The fact that deja vu occurs so randomly in individuals with and without a 

medical condition makes it extremely difficult for researchers to study. The 

simplest explanation is a feeling of familiarity that could be happening 

because you’ve actually had the same experience in the past but you just 

simply don’t remember it.

As with temporal lobe                   epilepsy it could be a 
result of brain signals                       misfiring, neurons 
transmitting random                            signals within the 
medial temporal lobe                      (memory processing 
area) of the brain. A group of epilepsy patients 
consistently experience déjà vu when seizures begin in 
the medial temporal lobe. This has given researchers a 
more experimentally controlled way of studying déjà 
vu.  Epileptic seizures are triggered by alterations in 
electrical activity in neurons within specific regions of 
the brain. This dysfunctional neuronal activity can 
spread across the whole brain like the shock waves 
generated from an earthquake. The brain regions in 
which this electrical activation can occur include the 
medial temporal lobes. Electrical disturbance of this 
neural system generates an aura which is like a 
warning of déjà vu prior to the epileptic event. By 
measuring neuronal discharges in the brains of these 
patients, scientists have been able to identify the 
regions of the brain where déjà vu signals begin.
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